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Closure Theorem for Sequential-Design Processes

Abstract
This chapter focuses on stochastic control and decision processes that occur in a variety of theoretical and
applied contexts, such as statistical decision problems, stochastic dynamic programming problems, gambling
processes, optimal stopping problems, stochastic adaptive control processes, and so on. It has long been
recognized that these are all mathematically closely related. That being the case, all of these decision processes
can be viewed as variations on a single theoretical formulation. The chapter presents some general conditions
under which optimal policies are guaranteed to exist. The given theoretical formulation is flexible enough to
include most variants of the types of processes. In statistical problems, the distribution of the observed
variables depends on the true value of the parameter. The parameter space has no topological or other
structure here; it is merely a set indexing the possible distributions. Hence, the formulation is not restricted to
those problems known in the statistical literature as parametric problems. In nonstatistical contexts, the
distribution does not depend on an unknown parameter. All such problems may be included in the
formulation by the device of choosing the parameter space to consist of only one point, corresponding to the
given distribution.
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